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VIDEO: Brzezinski’s Feared “Global Awakening” Has
Arrived
Monumental worldwide rallying cry for freedom threatens to derail new world
order agenda
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Zbigniew Brzezinski’s much feared “global political awakening” is in full swing. Revolts in
Egypt, Yemen, Tunisia and other countries represent a truly monumental worldwide rallying
cry  for  freedom  that  threatens  to  immeasurably  damage  the  agenda  for  one  world
government, but only if the successful revolutionaries can prevent themselves from being
co-opted by a paranoid and desperate global elite.

During a Council on Foreign Relations speech in Montreal last year, co-founder with David
Rockefeller  of  the  Trilateral  Commission  and  regular  Bilderberg  attendee  Zbigniew
Brzezinski warned of a “global political awakening,” mainly comprising of younger people in
developing states, that threatened to topple the existing international order.

Reading the full extent of Brzezinski’s words in light of the global revolts that we now see
spreading  like  wildfire  across  the  planet  provides  an  astounding  insight  into  how crucially
important the outcome of this phase of modern history will be to the future geopolitical
course of the world, and in turn the survival and growth of human freedom in general.

For  the  first  time  in  human  history  almost  all  of  humanity  is  politically
activated, politically conscious and politically interactive… The resulting global
political  activism is  generating  a  surge  in  the  quest  for  personal  dignity,
cultural  respect  and economic  opportunity  in  a  world  painfully  scarred by
memories  of  centuries-long  alien  colonial  or  imperial  domination…  The
worldwide yearning for human dignity is the central challenge inherent in the
phenomenon  of  global  political  awakening…  That  awakening  is  socially
massive and politically  radicalizing… The nearly  universal  access to  radio,
television and increasingly the Internet is  creating a community of  shared
perceptions and envy that can be galvanized and channeled by demagogic
political or religious passions. These energies transcend sovereign borders and
pose a challenge both to existing states as well  as to the existing global
hierarchy, on top of which America still perches…

The  youth  of  the  Third  World  are  particularly  restless  and  resentful.  The
demographic revolution they embody is thus a political time-bomb, as well…
Their potential revolutionary spearhead is likely to emerge from among the
scores of millions of students concentrated in the often intellectually dubious
“tertiary level” educational institutions of developing countries. Depending on
the  definition  of  the  tertiary  educational  level,  there  are  currently  worldwide
between 80 and 130 million “college” students. Typically originating from the
socially insecure lower middle class and inflamed by a sense of social outrage,
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these  millions  of  students  are  revolutionaries-in-waiting,  already  semi-
mobilized in large congregations, connected by the Internet and pre-positioned
for a replay on a larger scale of what transpired years earlier in Mexico City or
in Tiananmen Square. Their physical energy and emotional frustration is just
waiting to be triggered by a cause, or a faith, or a hatred…

[The] major world powers, new and old, also face a novel reality: while the
lethality of their military might is greater than ever, their capacity to impose
control over the politically awakened masses of the world is at a historic low.
To put it bluntly: in earlier times, it was easier to control one million people
than to physically kill one million people; today, it is infinitely easier to kill one
million people than to control one million people.

Zbigniew Brzezinski

It is important to stress that Brzezinski was not lauding the onset of this “global political
awakening,” he was decrying it. As one of the of the chief architects of the “existing global
hierarchy” to which he makes reference, Brzezinski himself is under direct threat, as is the
continuing ability of the global elite in general to control world affairs.

Brzezinski laments the fact that the Internet has made it almost impossible for the global
elite to control the political environment, to control the thoughts and behavior of one million
people, which is precisely why Egypt moved to shut down the world wide web yesterday in a
desperate bid to prevent activists from organizing against the state.

  

As is routine whenever riots and revolutions suddenly appear as if out of nowhere, history
warns us to not take what we see at face value, and to recall the numerous contrived “color
revolutions” that have served little purpose other than to allow the IMF/World Bank global
elite to overthrow a rogue power and seize the country via the backdoor through puppet
regimes it subsequently installs.

However,  the  domino-like  effect  of  the  global  revolution  that  has  accelerated  in  recent
weeks seems to be born out of a genuine, grass roots, organic yearning for real freedom,
and an end to dictatorial regimes that the United States and the banking elite have helped
to prop up.

The global revolt spreading across the Middle East and North Africa, having already touched
Europe with the riots and strikes in Italy, France, Greece and the United Kingdom last year,
is characterized as a backlash against dictatorship, police brutality, and political repression.
These factors have been seething undercurrents of resentment for years, but only thanks to
greater education and easier access to information and the ability to organize through the
Internet  has  a  new  generation  of  activists  finally  said  enough  is  enough.  Spiraling  food
prices, fuel inflation, lower wages and high unemployment have also played a central role.

As Andrew Gavin Marshall writes in his excellent article, Are We Witnessing the Start of a
Global  Revolution?,  “We  must  not  cast  aside  these  protests  and  uprisings  as  being
instigated  by  the  West,  but  rather  that  they  emerged  organically,  and  the  West  is
subsequently attempting to co-opt and control the emerging movements.”

In the case of Egypt, Yemen and Tunisia, all three regimes have enjoyed the multi-decade
support of the US military-industrial complex. All three were fully compliant vassal states for
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the new world order. There was no need for contrived or staged “color revolutions” to be
prompted by the global elite in these countries.

Indeed, the die was cast when the Obama administration expressed its support for 30 year
dictator Hosni Mubarak in the form of a PBS interview yesterday when Vice-President Joe
Biden implied that the protesters demands were illegitimate.

“The  reflex  action  of  the  imperial  powers  is  to  further  arm  and  support  the
oppressive  regimes,  as  well  as  the  potential  to  organize  a  destabilization
through covert operations or open warfare (as is being done in Yemen),” writes
Marshall. “The alternative is to undertake a strategy of “democratization” in
which Western NGOs, aid agencies and civil  society organizations establish
strong  contacts  and  relationships  with  the  domestic  civil  society  in  these
regions and nations. The objective of this strategy is to organize, fund and help
direct the domestic civil society to produce a democratic system made in the
image of the West, and thus maintain continuity in the international hierarchy.
Essentially,  the  project  of  “democratization”  implies  creating  the  outward
visible  constructs  of  a  democratic  state  (multi-party  elections,  active  civil
society, “independent” media, etc) and yet maintain continuity in subservience
to the World Bank, IMF, multinational corporations and Western powers.”

Remember – any country that retains its own sovereignty, acts primarily in its own interests
and attempts to build itself up as a strong, prosperous, and culturally strong state is an
enemy to the globalists.  The international hierarchy demands compliance, dependence,
weakness and a dilution of heritage and culture in order for every nation to be enveloped
within the sphere of global government control.

Make no mistake about it, we are seeing a global revolution, the age of rage is falling upon
us like dominoes reaching to every corner of the planet. Whether or not the outcome will
topple the current global hierarchy, as Zbigniew Brzezinski fears, remains to be seen, but it
will surely depend upon who controls the new governments that will replace the ousted
rulers – the people who started the process of change, or the World Bank, IMF, NGO’s and
the rest of the global elite who are desperate to save their world government agenda from
being derailed.

Paul Joseph Watson is the editor and writer for Prison Planet.com. He is the author of Order
Out  Of  Chaos.  Watson  is  also  a  fill-in  host  for  The  Alex  Jones  Show.  Watson  has  been
interviewed by many publications and radio shows, including Vanity Fair and Coast to Coast
AM, America’s most listened to late night talk show.
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